
Places of Welcome – 5th Anniversary Celebration  
 

Artists brief: Call for Expressions of Interest - Art Installation  

 

Working title:  Places of Welcome: Celebrating Welcome, Friendship and Community  

 

Deadline: 12th September 2019  

 

Who: Artists / Designers / Makers 

 

Background of Places of Welcome 

Places of Welcome is a network of grassroots community and faith groups offering welcome, hospitality and 

friendship. November 2019 marks the 5th anniversary of the launch of Places of Welcome which started in 

Birmingham and has grown both in Birmingham and now around the country. Thrive Together Birmingham 

coordinates Places of Welcome in Birmingham and Sandwell and we are really keen to celebrate all that is 

going on in local neighbourhoods around the city with groups who are building community and offering 

friendship.  Places of Welcome network has now grown to 75 Places of Welcome in Birmingham and 

Sandwell, and 350 across the country.  

 

At a time when stories of division and the fracturing of society are rife, Places of Welcome has a different 

story to tell. A story of people coming together, of developing friendships between people who were once 

strangers, and of building community in neighbourhoods across Birmingham, Sandwell and beyond. 

 

Places of Welcome network describes itself as ‘Creating spaces where people feel safe to Connect, Belong 

and Contribute’ so the words ‘Connect, Belong and Contribute’ are particularly important in describing what 

the network is about.  

While each Places of Welcome is unique to its context, there are five guiding principles which all Places of 

Welcome sign up to - known as the ‘5 Ps’. These were developed by people running Places of Welcome and 

it is these guiding principles that hold the network together,  

• Place: A hospitable and accessible building, open at the same time every week. 

• People:   Open to everyone regardless of their circumstances or situation, and staffed by   volunteers, 

a group of people who are committed to making it happen. 

• Presence:    A place where people actively listen to one another. 

• Provision:    Free refreshments (at least a cup of tea and a biscuit) are on offer along with basic local 

information. 

• Participation: Recognition that every person coming to a Place of Welcome will bring talents, 

experiences and skills that they might be willing to share locally. 

 

We want to use the anniversary of Places of Welcome to celebrate all that the Places of Welcome are doing 

to grow and encourage welcome, hospitality, relationships and community.  

We want to find a creative way to tell something of the stories of Places of Welcome and to raise the profile 

in the hope that we might encourage more groups to start a Place of Welcome and/or encourage new 

people to access a Places of Welcome in their neighbourhood.  

 

 

 



Aims of commission: 

We are planning a few activities to coincide with the 5th anniversary.  We are exploring possibilities for 

celebration activities at each POW and then a bigger celebration event for all to attend. 

 

For the main celebration event we would like to develop a collective art installation that: 

- Involves all the Places of Welcome across Birmingham and Sandwell – around 75 groups  

- Celebrates welcome and hospitality and the value of community and relationships  

 

Art Installation spec: 

To deliver a collective visual art installation that would involve different pieces of the installation being made 

in each Place of Welcome by some of its participants and then brought all together to create one collective 

piece of art work to be launched at the celebration event.   

 

Artists are invited to submit their idea for the project whilst considering the following guidelines: 

- Share an idea that can be easily assembled into a pack and distributed to all POW groups to make 

themselves with members, including clear instructions on use. 

- Create the artwork pack, considering easy assembling/dismantling, safety and durability 

- Uses quality craftsmanship, attention to detail and have exceptional production values 

- Integrates, or has the potential to integrate different textures 

- Is safe, strong and durable for the purpose of keeping at each setting 

- Create an interactive collective artwork that people can understand and inspired by 

 

Timeline:   Oct 2019 – late Feb/early March 2020.  

 

Month  Activity  

Oct 201 Artist Maker begins commission (week of either 7th or 14th)  

• Creates and assemble packs 

• Delivery of Packs to POW’s (by post of other mechanism)  

 

November 2019  • Packs received by POW’s – by Week of 11th Nov 2019 at 

latest  

• Publicity of POW anniversary to coincide with anniversary on 

2oth November  

•  

Mid Nov 2019  

Until  

Mid Jan 2020  

• Art created by POW’s – with support POW facilitator and 

Artist Maker as appropriate   

• Filming of some POW’s making their piece and telling stories 

(TBC)  

Mid Jan 2020  • Art pieces received/collected back from POW’s  

Mid Jan- Mid Feb  • Art installation complied and installed ready for event in 

mid/late Feb  

(event likely week of 10th Feb or week of 24th Feb 2020)  

Mid/Late Feb   Celebration event of POW unveiling Art installation  

(ideally Installation remains at venue for a week or so) 

Mid Feb- Early March  Dismantle Art installation and return pieces to POW’s if possible or 

appropriate.   

 

 

 



Total commission value:  

£3,000 - including all fees, materials, fabrication and installation as required  

(10 days work at £300 including materials) 

 

How to Apply 

The Expression of Interest should consist of a description of your creative ideas for carrying out the brief, 

along with a short CV/biog demonstrating prior and relevant experience, and up to 6 examples of previous 

works. Format must be digital - please include links to online platforms where work is shared publicly. 

 

Please send your expression of interest digitally to info@thrivetogetherbham.org  

Please mark your submission – Places of Welcome Art Installation followed by your first and second 

name in the subject line of the email.  

 

Closing date for submissions:  5pm 12th Sept 2019  

 

What next: Shortlisted artists will be invited to present their idea fully to a panel. 

Interview/presentations for shortlisted artists will take place on Tuesday 24th September 2019.  

 

Commission Begins:  October 2019  

Commission Ends:  Late Feb/Early March 2020.  

 

 

Additional Info: 

Places of Welcome in Birmingham and Sandwell is supported by Thrive Together Birmingham (Thrive) and 

Near Neighbours. The Artist Maker who is commissioned to carry out this brief will work closely with the 

Places of Welcome facilitator for Birmingham and Sandwell who is employed by Thrive, with support from 

Thrive Together Birmingham and Near Neighbours Birmingham.  

 

The Church of England Birmingham communications team are keen to work with us to create a film of the 

celebrations. The filming would involve some of the Places of Welcome being filmed whilst creating their 

part of the art work and in doing so telling some of the stories of people involved in their group.  It may also 

involve filming some of the bringing together of the art work into one piece and therefore might mean the 

Artist Maker being involved in some of the filming.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   


